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EDGE+ CONSULTING – A BOUTIQUE ADVISORY
OF LEADING SENIOR CONSULTANTS
EDGE+ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
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Edge+ is a boutique advisory of senior consultants with extensive previous
experience in primary international consulting companies or in C-Level
managerial roles



Our teams are lean and senior-heavy, mostly staffed with experienced resources
with 15+ years in their field
‒

This allows us to be immediately productive and to deliver top-quality results
in a very short time frame

EDGE+ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING – COMPANY OVERVIEW

MANAGEMENT
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TRAINING AND
COACHING

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE
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OUR EXPERIENCE IN TRAINING, COACHING AND
CAPABILITY BUILDING INTERVENTIONS

10+

Years of Experience
in the design and delivery of
training, coaching and capability building initiatives
CURRICULUM
DESIGN
 Extensive experience in
curriculum design, using
a combination of
interactive delivery,
meaningful learn-bydoing tasks and games

CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT
 Whenever needed, we
fine-tune or develop
specific frameworks,
content or tools, to be
then rolled-out in training

TRAINING
DELIVERY
 50+ classroom training
programs delivered
 More than 600 managers
trained over the years in
our competence topics

COACHING
SESSIONS

REAL-TIME & REMOTE
APPROACHES

 40+ on-the-job training
and coaching sessions
− Extensive experience
in training teams onthe-job, using real
case examples taken
from the company’s
most challenging issues

 Experience with both inperson and remote
delivery formats
− A combination of both
formats can maximize
the impact and
optimize the costs for
the company

Before being trainers, we are consultants constantly engaged in the most challenging issues for our clients. So our training
content and case examples are rooted in what is practically useful and immediately applicable to our clients’ reality
EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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HOW TO DESIGN INFLUENTIAL TRAINING?
OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
I. Use exercises and teamwork, as well as lectures

Interactive
Delivery
VI. Train on the approach actually used in
participants’ work setting

V. Build on previous knowledge, to help
bring concepts to life

Integration
with
Company
Tools

Build on
Individual
Pre-work

IV. Gamify sessions and online experiences.
Reward training performance and milestones completed

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE

Learn By
Doing
GUIDING
PRINCIPLES OF
INFLUENTIAL
TRAINING
Challenging
&
Meaningful
Tasks
Games &
Incentives

II. Minimize theory, maximize practical
application

III. Have the team work on real and
pressing business challenges
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MODEL OF ENGAGEMENT – WE TAILOR CONTENT & DELIVERY
ACCORDING TO CLIENT NEEDS

DESIGN


Collaborative program design &
customization, test and validation
−

We tailor the training content with
our clients, according to their
needs and the audience’s level of
knowledge

−

We select and develop case
examples, exercises and
simulations to be used during
training

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE

DELIVER


Facilitation of training events and
delivery of content, both on premise or
through webinars
−

Classroom, virtual classroom,
learning portal (collection of
documents, interactive teaching
tools, videos)

REINFORCE


If required, we support learning
reinforcement through
−

Assessment of the level reached by
the audience and identification of
the next learning steps

−

Design of the appropriate path to
knowledge application on the dayto-day operations

−

Facilitation of knowledge transfer
through supporting tools / initiatives
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WE CAN HELP IN ACCESSING STRUCTURAL FUNDS TO
FINANCE YOUR TRAINING INVESTMENTS







EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE

In Italy, training projects can be financed through Fondi Paritetici Interprofessionali
Nazionali for continued education
Purpose of the Funds is to finance, for the total amount or for a part, corporate or individual training
plans that companies decide to implement for their employees, as well as any preparatory initiatives
connected to these plans

We can help in in managing the administrative aspects of accessing the funds
Specifically, we can provide support in:
−

Identification and choice of the Fund  We analyze the opportunities offered by the different forms
of financing and identify those most consistent with the training needs and the characteristics of the
project to be financed

−

Presentation of the application  We support in planning and drafting the application, as well as in
preparing the documents required, according to the different operating methods of each Fund

−

Reporting and closure of the project  We help to prepare the documents required for the final
assessment and validation of the project, after which the Fund liquidates the contribution. We follow
our clients up to the point of effective collection of the funded amount
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TRAINING CATALOGUE – STRATEGY
MASTERING COMPETITIVE STRATEGY
 This course equips attendants with practical knowledge
and new tools to identify the elements of winning
strategies and turn strategic ideas into actions

focus; B. Sources of Growth; C. Competitive Advantage;
C. Digital Disruption; D. Company’s Ecosystem; E.
Financial Impact of choices

 At the end of the course participants will be able to take  The program alternates lectures, discussions and case
decisions on: A. Industries, markets and segments of
studies from the world’s most successful companies

FORESIGHT & SCENARIO PLANNING
 The program covers the approach to scenario-based
strategic planning, helping companies to build internal
capabilities to support planning and decision making
 It provides and introduction to scenario theory and
applications supported by practical work on scenario

cases, covering definition of focal issue, trend analysis,
driver interpretation, scenario projection and
development of strategic options
 An optional extra module can include a facilitated
workshop focused on a client-specific case example

STRATEGIC MARKETING & SEGMENTATION
 The course focuses on how to create new market spaces
for the business and adapt to shifting market realities

 Participants will learn a number of practical approaches
for how to achieve organic growth using segmentation,
understanding of sources of growth, identification and
EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE

activation of customer behavioral change
We will share frameworks, tools and techniques that are
easily applicable by participants in their business settings
and we will use a number of practical examples taken
from external cases and clients’ own business context
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TRAINING CATALOGUE – MARKETING
MARKETING PLANNING EXCELLENCE
 Differently from a traditional marketing course, this
marketing and wishes to further improve its skills
program provides on-the-job training to marketing teams  Participants will learn how to apply a solid logic to define
that wish to reach excellence in marketing planning
growth objectives, take where to play choices, define a
 The course makes use of internal case examples and is
winning value proposition, take marketing mix decisions
intended for an audience that is already proficient in
and pursue growth through customer activation

THE ART OF BRANDING
 This program guides participants through the steps
a brand and communicate it effectively to audiences
necessary to create a powerful Brand that out-performs
 The 2nd day focuses on a practical way to design Brand
competition, leveraging impactful insights
Architecture, clarifying equities, roles and hierarchies
 The 1st day is devoted to learning a highly impactful
 The techniques are applied to a number of real case
Brand Essence model, and using it to define and position
examples, including work on a real company brand

CUSTOMER INSIGHTS & CONCEPT WRITING
 Attendees will learn how to go beyond raw data to
create a deep view of their customers, capturing the
inner motivations influencing behaviors
 We will share a practical approach that makes insight
crafting much easier and we will apply it to a series of
EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE

rich real case examples
 We will then focus on how to translate insights into a
strong concept, enabling more effective activation and
messaging. We will share a framework for concept writing
and bring it to life through a number of case examples
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TRAINING CATALOGUE
INNOVATION, DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IDEA GENERATION & CREATIVE THINKING TECHNIQUES
 The program focuses on how to use a toolkit of creative
thinking techniques to generate, evaluate and select
new ideas

 We then apply the thinking tools in practical
brainstorming sessions, working on specific creative briefs
taken from real case examples

 We share a number of selected thinking tools to quickly
and easily generate original solutions

 Finally, we use a proven approach for evaluating and
selecting the best ideas to be further developed

OPEN INNOVATION
 The program introduces the concept of Open Innovation  The team engages in specific business development
using real business case examples
projects, working in teams to develop an open innovation
strategy. The simulation format allows participants to
 Participants reflect on technological innovation and
master definitions and develop their own open
business model innovation. A brainstorming exercise is
innovation strategy
used illustrate the potentials of business model innovation

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
 Becoming a digital company requires drawing a
comprehensive roadmap in which using digital tools
represents one of the many factors to be taken into the
equation

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE

 This course will give you relevant insights and examples
on how to successfully transition to a “portfolio mindset”
in managing innovation, embedding approaches and
tools from digital entrepreneurs and startups
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TRAINING CATALOGUE
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE, BLOCKCHAIN FOR BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
 “You can’t control something you cannot properly
measure” it’s a mantra often abused. Measuring
something doesn’t automatically make it manageable,
only measurable

 This course will introduce you to the main tools for
performance management and give you the insights to
transform your company by changing the decision
making processes that differentiate leaders

LEAN OPERATIONS
 Lean is often oversimplified into a set of optimization and
cost reduction tools that can only be applied in
manufacturing environments. Even if this can lead to
some short term gains there’s much more than this

 This course will present you with a managerial
perspective that highlights the profound business
implications of acquiring a Lean mindset and using a
Lean approach in driving forward businesses in any
industry

BLOCKCHAIN FOR BUSINESS
 This course will introduce you to the building blocks of
digital cryptocurrencies as well as describe the current
trends and application domains for blockchains

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE

 Through a series of examples it will give you an insight on
what are the potential applications for your business and
at the same time give you the tools to decide whether or
not to pursue a further investment in this technology
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EXAMPLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
THE ART OF BRANDING
CONTENT & MODULES
 MODULE 1: Brand Essence framework introduction and definitions; Application of the

model to a number of real case examples; Work in teams on own brand: crafting of
Insight, Benefits, RTB, Distinctive assets; Team plenary debrief

 MODULE 2: Brand Archetypes and Brand Purpose; Deepening archetypes

understanding: practical exercises and discussion; Work in teams on own brand: crafting
of Character, Archetype, Essence, Purpose; Team plenary debrief

 MODULE 3: Introduction to a practical framework to design Brand Architecture; Exploring

the architecture of well-known brands; Work in teams on own brand architecture

STRUCTURE & AUDIENCE
 3 days program: 1 day per module – Class up to 20 participants – Can be offered online

or on site

 The brand framework taught in the course can be adapted to reflect the approach in

use at the client company

 The course can be tailored to different levels of expertise: beginners, intermediate,

advanced. The balance between external and internal case studies can be adapted
to client’s requirements

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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EXAMPLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
CUSTOMER INSIGHTS & CONCEPT WRITING
CONTENT & MODULES
 MODULE 1: How you develop a powerful Insight – Definition of Insight and when to

generate one; Process to generate great Insight; Linking insights to behavioural change;
How to go beyond raw data to create a deep view of the customer; Work on a number
of real case examples; Team work: generate a powerful insight on own brand

 MODULE 2: Writing a strong Concept – Translating insights into a strong brand idea and

concept; What a strong Concept looks like; How to write a concept: structure and
components; How to generate ideas for concepts; Work on a number of real case
examples; Team work: generate a strong concept for on own brand

STRUCTURE & AUDIENCE
 3 days program – Class up to 20 participants – Can be offered online or on site
 The Insight generation approach and the Concept writing framework taught in the

course can be adapted to reflect the approaches in use at the client company

 The course can be tailored to different levels of expertise: beginners, intermediate,

advanced. The balance between external and internal case studies can be adapted
to client’s requirements

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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EXAMPLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
CONTENT & MODULES
 MODULE 1: The need for organizational ambidexterity. From incremental innovation to

disruption. Value Proposition Design and Business Model innovation. Building an
experimental mindset and culture. The role of digital tools in transforming the business

 MODULE 2 Solving the innovator’s dilemma. Organizational dilemmas. The VC approach

to open innovation and corporate entrepreneurship. From budget planning and project
control to portfolio management. Finding equilibrium: balancing exploration and
exploitation

STRUCTURE & AUDIENCE
 1 day per module, including Q&A session and examples
 Class up to 20 participants, no previous knowledge requested (the course can be

adapted to more expert audiences with value proposition and business model design
workshops)

 Can be offered online or on site, participants should bring a laptop for hands-on

experience

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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EXAMPLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
BLOCKCHAIN FOR BUSINESS
CONTENT & MODULES
 MODULE 1: History of digital currencies, Bitcoin building blocks, Cryptography principles,

Digital Signatures and Hash functions, Distributed ledgers and blockchains, Consensus
algorithms and mining, Game theory, Cryptocurrency markets and bubbles

 MODULE 2: Types of blockchains, Ethereum basics, Smart contracts, Tokens, ICOs, STOs,

Private blockchains, Hyperledger, Corda

 MODULE 3: Blockchain applications in Finance, Insurance, Energy, Identity

Management, Traceability and supply chain, Public sector

STRUCTURE & AUDIENCE
 4 hours per module, including Q&A session and examples
 Class up to 20 participants, no previous knowledge requested (the course can be

adapted to more skilled audience, including blockchain development examples and
smart contract testing)

 Can be offered online or on site, participants should bring a laptop for hands-on

experience

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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EXAMPLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
LEAN OPERATIONS BASICS
CONTENT & MODULES
 MODULE 1: Building the case for a different improvement approach: business agility in

practice, applying systemic thinking, key Lean key concepts: Value, Flow, Waste

 MODULE 2: Lean tools for improvement: identifying opportunities and measuring

improvement potential, redesign processes through Value Stream mapping, synergies
between process and IT improvements

 MODULE 3: The continuous improvement mindset: turning the “tool-based” approach

upside down, designing and maintaining improvement metrics and practices,
designing the improvement roadmap of the company with the Lean Value Assessment

STRUCTURE & AUDIENCE
 1 day per module, including Q&A session and examples. 2 Improvement Atelier optional

modules.

 Class up to 15 participants, no previous knowledge requested (the course can be

adapted to senior audience with top management oriented elements, including
accounting for lean)

 Can be offered online or on site, participants should bring a laptop for hands-on

experience

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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EXAMPLE OF TRAINING PROGRAM
ADVANCED LEAN 6𝛔 APPLIED TO A SPECIFIC INDUSTRY
CONTENT & MODULES
 MODULE 1 - Diagnosys: Lean triangle of Value, Flow, Waste. Disambiguation with the A3

framework. Choosing relevant metrics: data collection/analysis with Six Sigma tools.
Analyzing data distributions. Process efficiency and costing (Value Stream Map).

 MODULE 2 – Design & Implementation: TO-BE Value Stream design: typical process

redesign patterns, strategies for service companies. Setting the goal: simulating process
improvement potential on key metrics before rolling out. Implementing changes
affecting IT systems. Risk reducing strategies during validation and testing. Implementing
by hypothesis-based experiments.

 MODULE 3 – Maintain & Improve: Designing key process metrics and visual dashboards

for process-wide cross-functional governance. Designing and implementing managerial
and team routines and habits for process maintenance and improvement.

STRUCTURE & AUDIENCE
 1 day per module, including Q&A session and examples.
 Class up to 15 participants, basic knowledge of Lean and Six Sigma concepts

requested.

 Case studies and group work presented during modules can be focused on one or

more verticals between: banking, insurance, utilities.

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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WHY WORK WITH US

We provide top-tier management consulting
at a higher speed and flexibility
compared to traditional firms

EDGE+ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING – COMPANY OVERVIEW
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WE OFFER PRIME QUALITY WITHOUT THE DRAWBACKS
OF A BIG CONSULTANCY FIRM
 We are a team of senior and highly experienced
resources, all with 15+ years in leading consulting
companies or in C-Level managerial roles

 We have a long track-record of measurable

impact on revenue growth and of successful
cultural change in organizations

 Our flexible model ensures that our clients get

exactly the support they need. No unnecessary
analyses and no heavy teams

 We can design project plans that meet your
budget, leveraging internal and external
resources

EDGE+ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING – COMPANY OVERVIEW
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WE PROVIDE TOP-TIER MANAGEMENT CONSULTING AT A HIGHER
SPEED AND FLEXIBILITY COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL FIRMS
Why work with us?

SENIOR TEAM


We staff our projects
with senior and highly
experienced resources.
This allows us to get
quickly up-tospeed, avoiding any
waste of time and
money

PROVEN IMPACT


We have a long trackrecord of measurable
impact on revenue
growth and of sustained
bottom-line
performance
improvement

EDGE+ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING – COMPANY OVERVIEW

HANDS-ON APPROACH


Our flexible
model ensures that our
clients get exactly the
support they need. No
unnecessary analyses
and no heavy teams

BUDGET-BASED DESIGN


We can design project
plans that meet your
budget, leveraging
internal and external
resources
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OUR TEAM
Core team:
GILDA
SALA

ALESSANDRO
LEONA

25 yrs. of
work
experience

24 yrs. of
work
experience

ANDREA
BOERI
32 yrs. of
work
experience

DANIELE
MONTI
19 yrs. of
work
experience

Strategic Planning,
Marketing & Sales, Innovation,
Change Management

Operations, Change Management,
Digital Transformation, Artificial
Intelligence

Operations, Strategic Planning,
Financial Restructuring,
Organization

Operational Excellence, Innovation,
Digital Transformation, Strategic
Planning

 Worked at: Monitor Group (now
Monitor Deloitte), Bain & Company,
Roland Berger

 Worked at: McKinsey, Value
Partners, Boston Consulting
Group

 Worked at: McKinsey, Value
Partners, Ambrosetti

 Worked at: AXA Assicurazioni,
Galgano & Associati

 Key Industries:

 Key Industries: Industrial, Energy,
Utilities

 Key Industries: Industrial, Real
Estate, Utilities, Services

 Key Industries: Banking,
Insurance, Utilities, Services

‒ Pharmaceuticals, Consumer
Goods, Luxury

EDGE+ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING – COMPANY OVERVIEW
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AREAS OF COMPETENCE


‒

MARKETING
& SALES

STRATEGY


CHANGE
MANAGE
-MENT

INNOVATION



DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION



DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
‒



Market segmentation, Customer insights,
Branding, Positioning, Brand/product
portfolio design, Pricing strategy and

tactics, Go-to-market approach,
Marketing excellence, Sales excellence

INNOVATION
‒

EDGE+ MANAGEMENT CONSULTING – COMPANY OVERVIEW



Organic growth strategies, Business
portfolio assessment, Scouting of
acquisition targets, New product launch

MARKETING & SALES
‒

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

Strategic planning, Strategic off-sites
facilitation, Business model design,
Business planning, Competitive
simulation, Scenario planning

GROWTH STRATEGIES
‒

GROWTH

development (SCRUM), Lean
development, Open innovation and
corporate venturing, New business startup / start-up mentoring

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Idea generation, Design thinking,
Innovation platforms development, Agile

Digital diagnostic, Digital process redesign, IT strategy, IT performance
improvement, Big Data Analytics
strategy, Machine Learning use case
design

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
‒

Business process redesign, Performance
management, Lean Six Sigma

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
‒

Organizational change, Cultural change,
Post merger integration, Turnaround,
Program Management Office (PMO)
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CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR TRAINING NEEDS

edge+

management consulting
www.edgeplusconsulting.com
PIAZZA SAN FEDELE 4, 20121 – MILANO ITALY
CONTACTS:
Gilda Sala – gilda.sala@edgeplus.it – tel: + 39 335 6140396
Alessandro Leona – alessandro.Leona@edgeplus.it – tel: + 39 335 716 4479

EDGE+ TRAINING CAPABILITIES AND CATALOGUE
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